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FROM BOMBAY

lar vitamin KJ to all infants but about a quarter were now using
the oral route, and administering intramuscular injections to
selected babies. In a small number of units, only a few selected
infants received vitamin KJ by either route and most received
none.' Haemorrhagic disease did not occur in babies given
intramuscular vitamin KJ but there were 7 late cases in babies
who received it orally: the remainder (including the 2 deaths)
had received no vitamin K. It was apparent that though oral
vitamin K protects against early cases it is inadequate prophylaxis against late cases. It Was therefore recommended that
intramuscular KJ (I mg) should be given to all infants.

There has been a recent report from France of the transmission
of Plasmodiumfalciparum
through a heart transplant." The patient developed a high fever on day 12 after the operation but
malaria was only detected on day 18 when trophozoites were
found in a smear taken for a blood count. Despite treatment with
intravenous quinine the patient died 4 days later. Subsequent
investigation revealed that the donor was an African woman

who had come to France 15 months earlier. Her serum was then
tested and found to have an antibody titre to Plasmodium falciparum of 1 in 600 and a strongly positive ELISA test. There
have been no previous reports of malaria transmitted through a
heart transplant and only one confirmed report of malaria from a
transplanted kidney.' The moral of this story is obvious.
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Letter from Bombay
THE WILFUL, PROGRESSIVE, DEV ALUA TION OF
PUBLIC TEACHING HOSPITALS
Recently, at a medical institution in Bombay, I was a silent
spectator at an unusual informal discussion amongst a group of
teachers and students.
An angry young colleague burst out: 'We are unhappy participants in a major medical and educational tragedy being enacted
here! The catastrophe is compounded by the fact that the achievements of our medical institutes, hard won through the sincerity,
devotion and hard work of generations of teachers and administrators, are being destroyed. Mark you! Future students and
patients will pay the price, the latter perhaps with their lives as
they seek treatment from poorly trained doctors.'
He looked around and, suspecting disbelief, jabbed a finger in
the direction of the venerable senior and ended: 'Ask him! What
a glorious beginning there was to Sir Robert Grant's Medical
College and Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy 's Hospital and look at
what's happening to them now.'
The senior stroked his grey beard and ruminated: 'These were
set up by benevolent and far-sighted administrators to introduce
medical education on modem, scientific principles into India.'
'When the medical colleges in Calcutta, Madras and Bombay
were founded, they were fortunate in having outstanding teachers at their helm who soon drew applause from authorities in
England and America. Over the latter half of the last century and
the first quarter of this, similar institutes were established in
other cities. By the 1920s, all Indian medical colleges were
recognized by the General Medical Council in Great Britain and
similar bodies in other countries. An Indian doctor was a doctor
who commanded respect.'
'When I was a medical student in the 1940s, the hospitals
attached to the medical colleges attracted all those seeking
treatment for complex ailments. The senior government official,

the elected representative (who was, then, truly a public servant), the captain of commerce and the man on the street rubbed
shoulders in the spacious foyers of these places of healing. The
foremost medical practitioners competed amongst themselves to
serve at these hospitals. The joy of teaching medical students
and the thrill of successfully treating a complicated disease
inspired them. They could confidently hope to do so to the best
of their ability for all the necessities were provided-the medical
college and hospital laboratories were well equipped, and the
college library was stocked with the classics as well as the most
modem books and journals.'
'Administrators at these institutions were men of steel, meritorious and unbending in their principles. Till 1947, it was not
uncommon for the Governor of the Bombay Presidency-then all
powerful over the present states of Maharashtra and Gujarat-to
telephone the dean of the Grant Medical College or the Seth
Gordhandas Sunderdas Medical college to ask for an appointment.
'Our forebears were driven by ideals that spurred them on to
ever greater achievement. Coupled with these ideals was a deep
sense of self-respect and pride in their work.
'Would that this had continued. Alas! The present scenario
makes the sensitive weep and fear for the future.'
'Where did things go wrong?', asked a bright young thing.
'The rot started when these hallowed institutions were looked
upon as nuisances by those in power', continued the senior.
'Over the past three decades time and again we have heard
ministers, politicians, health secretaries and other administrators
proclaim that medical colleges and the hospitals attached to
them are large drains which siphon off much needed resources.
Such thoughts would have horrified the likes of Sir Robert Grant
(hard headed administrator though he was), Sir Pherozeshah
Mehta and Dr Dadabhai Naoroji (who fought tooth and nail to
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ensure the foundation of the Seth G.S. Medical College and
K.E.M. Hospital) and such eminences as Dr Bhau Daji Lad, Dr
Atmaram Pandurang and others in more recent times such as Dr
S. L. Bhatia and Dr Jivraj Mehta.'
'Such institutions were once governed by excellence and
excellence alone but the word now has an old-fashioned ring and
is eschewed by most of those who matter. Recognition of a
teaching institute, staff appointments (from the Dean downwards), selection of students, the sanction and purchase of all
manner of supplies and, indeed, any step that has a bearing on
the proper functioning of an institute are made on the basis of
influence (often as a quid pro quo), nepotism or other corrupt
practice. Funds are sanctioned only when those empowered to
make the disbursals are ensured a kickback.'
'The consequences are evident', interjected the angry young
doctor. 'Public hospitals are dying. Look at the lack of modern
facilities and equipment. Till very recently, no teaching hospital
in Bombay possessed a whole-body computerized tomography
scanner and none, at present, can boast a magnetic resonance
imaging unit whilst several private sector institutions have such
equipment. These examples could be multiplied several times.'
The professor of radiology, stimulated by this reference to his
specialty, joined the discussion: 'How can we possibly fulfil our
duties to our students and patients? We lack the modern tools to
train our students. Without essential and, at times, life-saving
means of investigation and therapy we harm the poor patients by
referring them to private centres. In fact, the lack of advanced
facilities is now being used to our disadvantage and private
hospitals are claiming-and being granted-recognition
as postgraduate institutes merely because they possess these!'
The angry young doctor interrupted: 'Whilst the ministers and
administrators deem these facilities unnecessary at the institutions under their charge, they are quick to seek medical care at
the well-equipped private hospitals when they or theirrelatives
fall sick. Did not the Chief Minister of Maharashtra himself
observe the other day that it is exceptional for ministers, senior
civil servants and politicians to seek help at teaching hospitals?'
The senior shook his head from side to side and spoke, almost
in a whisper. 'Ideals have been jettisoned like useless baggage.
Self-respect has given way to self-indulgence and self-aggrandisement. Where once the medical students and the patient were
the focus of attention and activity, they are now looked upon as
a burden and a nuisance except when money can be extracted
from them.'
The angry young doctor took over: 'Is it any surprise that we
are witness to a flood of private medical colleges being set up
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often by members of the state cabinet or those close to them?
They cut all corners, skimp on essentials and compromise wherever possible in order to extract the maximum monetary benefit.
The interests of the students and patients have been sacrificed.
'As the politicians are the founders and promoters of such
medical colleges they have a vested interest in allowing the
downgrading and eventual collapse of the established medical
colleges.'
'But, over time, the private medical colleges will develop and
achieve high standards', argued the brash young teacher (known
to be close to the promoters of one such institute).
'I wish it were so', said the senior heaving a deep sigh, 'but
the findings do not support your contention. Barring one exception, all private medical colleges in the country have disgraceful
records. If you look at the quality of individuals promoting them,
you will understand why this is so. By ensuring the decay of
venerable teaching institutes they are not, in any way, likely to
upgrade their own. Money-making does not faze them for they
think not in the long term; immediate personal gain is their sole
motive.'
'Why can't something be done to check this?' asked the
young idealist. 'Surely, the Medical Council ofIndia, the state
medical councils, the university senate and boards of studies in
the various medical subjects can intervene.'
The senior, already deep in gloom, sank further into his chair.
'How can the situation improve when the custodians themselves
are so corrupt? Just observe the characters of those who hold the
purse strings: the vice-chancellors, senate and council members,
office-bearers of the medical councils and the politicians-both
inside and outside the profession.
'Time after time private medical colleges have been granted
official, government approval when they lacked the most elementary facilities. Having packed the university senate with its
own nominees-who,
sad to say, have sold their souls to Mammon and crawl when asked to bend-the government gets the
university to grant its seal of approval to these colleges. And
when the poorly taught and even more shoddily trained students
reach the final MB,BS, pleas are made to the medical councils to
recognize the colleges so that the future of these innocent youngsters is not ruined. And the medical councils make the exceptions. Some noise is made about how recognition will not be
renewed unless drastic improvements follow but in most instances, the exceptional recognitions continue indefinitely.'
'Is there no hope then?', asked the innocent-eyed young thing.
A long silence prevailed.
S. K. PANDYA

Book Reviews
The Politics of Health in India. Roger Jeffery, University of
California Press, Berkeley, 1988. 348pp.
'Most accounts of health and health services in India fall into
one of two categories; either descriptive, uncritical accounts,
essentially within the modernization tradition, seeing health
services moving towards a western model through technological
transfer and culture contact; or radical, Marxist critiques in

which health services are regarded as warped and rendered
irrelevant (if not positively harmful) by the imperialist dependency relationship within which technologies are transferred and
indigenous elites retain power' (pp. 1-2).
Roger Jeffery steers clear of either extreme in an effort to
present a picture of not just what has happened in the field of
health but why. He delineates the larger societal and political
forces which have influenced the context within which thinking

